Two decomposition theorems for elements of complete lattices in terms of join prime or completely join prime elements are obtained (Theorems 1 and 2). The latter theorem gives a solution for a problem of Birkhoff and Frink on the relation between completely prime and completely join irreducible ideals. An interesting special case of this solution-for complemented lattices-is also noted (Theorem 3). 1. Definitions. An element a of a lattice L is called join irreducible if aiWa2 = a->ai or a2 = a, and join prime if ajWa2^a->ai or a2^a. Similarly a is called completely join irreducible if (for all existing joins U,-a;) Uia<=a-♦some ai=a, and completely join prime if U.a.-^a -♦some at^a.
The definitions of the corresponding dual concepts (indicated in each case by using the prefix "meet" in the place of "join") are quite clear.
A lattice L will be said to be infinitely meet distributive if all (existing) meets n«a> in it are distributive; the meet fl^i is said to i955l ON COMPLETE LATTICES 549 be distributive if for arbitrary element a there holds the equality:
The symbol > will denote the usual covering relation so that a> b means that a>b and there is no element x with a>x>b.
2. Lemmas. Lemma 1. A join prime element of L is join irreducible; conversely, if L is distributive, a join irreducible element is join prime.
Proof. The first part follows from the definitions. For the second part, let L be distributive and a^L be join irreducible. Then, if ai\Ja2<ta, a = (ai\Ja2)r\a = (air\a)\J(a2C\a), so that, since a is join irreducible, a = aiC\a or a2P\a, i.e., a^ai or a2, whence a is join prime.
Lemma 2. Every join prime element p(?£0) of a complemented lattice is an atom.3
Proof. If a<p, and a'-a complement of a, then since aKJa' = 1 ^p, a^p, and p is join prime, there results: a'^p, whence a'^p>a so that a=af^a' = 0, or p is an atom.
Lemma 3.4 Let L be a complete, infinitely meet distributive lattice. Then if a is such that (Ci) a>6-»a> Oi^o for some bi, a is a join of completely join irreducibles.
Proof. It can be clearly supposed that a itself is not completely join irreducible. Since 0 is completely join irreducible the join b of all completely join irreducibles ^a exists, and b^a. If possible, assume that b<a. Then by (Cx) there exists a &i with b^bi<a.
If x<a always implied x^bi, then a itself would be completely join irreducible (for, x,<a->x,^6i->U;x,-= &i<a). Hence there exists at least an x with x <a, x £bi. Now let c = f)iXi be the meet of all x <a, x^bi; then c^bi. For, c = n»^« = Oi would imply: 0i=O!^J(n«^i) =ni(oiWx,); and since6i-<a, 01 = &iWxi^a, and Xidfcbi, this gives o1Uxj=a, so that Oi = Da=a-a contradiction (since 6i-< a). Hence c^6i, and so a fortiori c%b. Next, if y<c, then y<c<a; again y^bi (else y would have to be an "xi" which is impossible, since y<c^x,).
Hence yfkc(~\bi<c (since c^bi). It follows that c is completely join irreducible.
Thus, c is a completely join irreducible element with c%b, c^a-which contradicts the definition of b, whence b=a, and the proof is complete. Lemma 4. Let L be a lattice in which every element is a join of a finite number of join primes. Then the lattice L* of ideals of L is infinitely meet distributive; in particular, any existing meet fliai in L is distributive.
Proof. For establishing the first assertion it is sufficient to prove the inequality: r\i(A\JBi)QA\J(f\iBi) where A, Bi are ideals of L.
If x = U"_i pj (the p/s being join prime elements) is an arbitrary element of fl< (AVJBt), then of course xE(A'UBi) (for each i) so that x has the form x^aiUbi(aiEA, biEBi). Since pj^\J%i pj = x ai\Jbi, and pj is join prime, pj^at or 6,-, i.e., pjEA or Bi. Hence pjEA, or pjEevery Bi (and hence alsoEDi-B.-). Thus (each) pjEA U(n,-5.) so that x = UB_1 pjEAKJ(0iBi), which proves the stated inequality, and thereby the first assertion. The second assertion follows from the first by noting that the isomorphism between elements and principal ideals in L preserves all existing meets of elements.
Corollary.
If L is complete and every element of L is a join of a finite number of join primes, then L is infinitely meet distributive. Proof. First, by Lemma 4, (i) implies that L* (and hence also L) is distributive; whereas, in a distributive lattice every join irreducible element is join prime (Lemma 1). Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
Next, (i) implies (iii) by Lemma 4. Again since in an infinitely meet distributive lattice every completely meet irreducible element is completely meet prime (cf. Lemma 1), (iii) implies (iv). Also (iv) implies (iii); for, Lemmas 6 and 4 give: Every ideal of L is a meet of completely meet prime ideals, whence (by Lemma 5) L* is infinitely meet distributive.
The proof will be now completed by showing (iii) implies (i). Assume that (iii) holds, and let A =P(a) be a principal ideal of L. Since Ai is the join of all principal ideals contained in it, Ai itself must be a principal ideal (since A i is completely join irreducible); and moreover, if A -P(ai) the element ai is join irreducible, and so join prime (Lemma 1). Proof. That every finite Boolean algebra B satisfies the stated condition8 follows from Lemma 1 and the known fact that the lattice of ideals of a Boolean algebra is distributive.
Conversely, let A be a complete, complemented lattice satisfying this condition. By Theorem 2 it results that (i) L is distributive, (ii) each element a is a join a = U^-i pi of finite number of join prime elements />,-. Since L is complemented, by Lemma 2, pi is either 0 or is an atom. Thus, every element (f^O) of A is a join of a finite number of atoms.
or is an atom). If l = Ur_i pi (pi^O) and p(^0) are in P, then 0<p^pni(U?.i pi) = Ur_i (pC\pi), whence pnpi^O (for some i=ii).
Hence, since p, pi1 are atoms, p=p%v Thus, P is the finite set {0, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pm], and since each element of L is a join of elements from P, L itself is finite. Finally, since L is complemented (hypothesis) and distributive (proved), L is a Boolean algebra. (L is, in fact, the finite Boolean algebra of all subsets of P.) The proof is complete.
Incidentally, the above theorem (in its dual form) corrects the erroneous assertion made by Birkhoff and Frink (loc. cit.) that every complete, atomic Boolean algebra B satisfies the condition (C2). This assertion holds only in the case B is finite.
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